
THE  STATE  OF  CONSUMERS  AMIDST
THE COVID-19 VIRUS

Magid is committed to providing answers and helping our clients prepare as 
consumers profoundly change their patterns of behavior.

Study details: n=599, 13+ US only, online matched to census for age, gender, race. Fielded March 20-22. © 2020 Magid. All Rights Reserved.

1  CONCERN ABOUT CORONAVIRUS IS REAL AND PERVASIVE:1
77%

are concerned 63%
report feeling anxious, stressed, or uneasy

38%
say they are feeling isolated, lonely, or stir crazy

51%
are very concerned

5%
are not concerned at all

Other media behaviors seeing +10% MORE NET gains: 
+11 Watching Amazon Prime video 
+10 Playing mobile video games
+10 Video chatting with friends/family

1 BEHAVIORS AND MEDIA CONSUMPTION SEE MAJOR SHIFTS AS EVERYDAY REALITY CHANGES:5
The behaviors with greatest NET POSITIVE gains 
since the outbreak include

The behaviors with greatest NET NEGATIVE gains 
since the outbreak include

+36 Following the news
+23 Texting with friends and family
+21 Using social media
+20 Watching live broadcast TV
+20 Watching movies
+19 Talking on the phone with friends/family
+18 Watching Netflix
+15 Sleeping
+14 Watching live cable TV
+14 Listening to music
+11 Reading

-41 Socializing with friends in person
-31 Going to the movie theater
-27 Socializing with family in-person
-22 Watching live sports
-10 Working  

STREAMING ON TOP AS CONSUMERS SPEND TIME 
ACROSS A VARIETY OF VIDEO DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS:4

42% of video time spend is on streaming

34% on Live TV

18% on DVR/VOD (cable/satellite)

6% on DVD/Blu-rays

34%

28%

23%

13%Not at all likely Very likely
Likelihood to cancel pay TV service

CORD CUTTING COULD SEE SHORT TERM UPTICK:6

12% of pay TV subscribers say they are very likely to 
cancel their pay TV service in the next month

10%20%15%43% 12%

Of that group:
34% say they find themselves watching 
streaming services more than pay TV

28% say they've been thinking 
about doing it for some time

23% say they need to save money

13% say because sports aren’t on TV

SUBSCRIPTION STREAMING SERVICES 
WILL LIKELY SEE INCREASED SAMPLING:7

31%

say they are likely to start 
subscribing to a new streaming 
service in the next 30 days

1 WFH GOES MAINSTREAM:3
55%

of those currently employed say 
they are working from home

say entertainment and escapism 
is important

say news and information is important

ESCAPISM IS HIGHLY IMPORTANT IN THIS TIME, 
INFORMATION IS ESSENTIAL:8

69%

82%

1 MAJOR WORRIES EXIST:2
57% say they are concerned 

about personally 
getting the virus

70% are concerned with the following issues: 
1. The economic impact overall
2. Vulnerable people getting the virus
3. The healthcare industry's ability to handle the situation
4. The long-term impact on society
5. Friends and family getting the virus  
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